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Abstract  Mafia homicides are usually committed for retaliation, economic profit, or rivalry among groups. The variety of possible reasons suggests the inefficacy of a preventive approach. However, like most violent crimes, mafia homicides concentrate in space due to place-specific social and environmental features. Starting from the existing literature, this study applies the Risk Terrain Modeling approach to forecast the Camorra homicides in Naples, Italy. This approach is based on the identification and evaluation of the underlying risk factors able to affect the risk of a homicide. This information is then used to predict the most likely location of future events. The findings of this study demonstrate that past homicides, drug dealing, confiscated assets, and rivalries among groups make it possible to predict up to 85% of 2012 mafia homicides, identifying 11% of city areas at highest risk. By contrast, variables controlling for the socio-economic conditions of areas are not significantly related to the risk of homicide. Moreover, this study shows that, even in a restricted space, the same risk factors may combine in different ways, giving rise to areas of equal risk but requiring targeted remedies. These results provide an effective basis for short- and long-term targeted policing strategies against organized crime- and gang-related violence. A similar approach may also provide practitioners, policy makers, and local administrators in other countries with significant support in understanding and counteracting also other forms of violent behavior by gangs or organized crime groups.
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Introduction

Homicides are declining in all the developed countries. Italy is no exception. The rate of intentional homicides (about 0.74 per 100,000 inhabitants) has dropped by almost 40% in the past decade and the country currently ranks 68th out of 84 countries worldwide for the rate of this crime (United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime [UNODC], 2013). Despite this overall decrease, mafia homicides still represent an alarming issue in specific Italian areas. This is due to the extensive presence of numerous mafia organizations originating from Southern regions but currently present in several others (Calderoni, 2014; Transcrime, 2013). The Campania region and its capital city, Naples, are a dramatic example.

Naples is the third largest Italian city, an important industrial and tertiary hub. It is also a popular tourist destination thanks to its seaside location and its monumental and artistic heritage due to its having served for centuries as the capital of the kingdoms of Naples and of the Two Sicilies (between the 12th
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and 19th centuries). Despite its advantageous situation, however, Naples reports surprisingly high homicide rates compared with those of Italy and Europe. The Neapolitan average value of intentional homicides in the past 10 years (around three per 100,000 inhabitants) is about 3 times higher than the national average in the same period and about double the average of the EU countries’ national rates from 2008 to 2014.¹

A number of media reports and books—for example, the semi-documentary bestseller Gomorrah by Roberto Saviano followed by a film and a television series—have recently depicted the persisting violence of the Italian mafia groups (Saviano, 2006). Most of these accounts focus on the last decade, when mafia homicides accounted for an astonishing 60% to 70% of all intentional homicides, compared with the national average of about 10% to 15%.² The disproportionate concentration of mafia homicides is mainly connected with the historical and organizational evolution of the Camorra, the collective name given to the mafia groups in Campania. Camorra clans are usually smaller than other Italian mafia groups and characterized by lower internal organization and stronger conflicts (Catino, 2014). These characteristics make most of the Camorra groups similar to certain North and South American gangs or maras.

The Neapolitan situation poses a specific question about the solutions that may be implemented to tackle mafia homicides effectively. Specifically, this article explores the application of a proactive policing approach. Despite the claims that the occurrence of a specific homicide is difficult to predict because of the rarity of such crime and the wide range of its possible motivations (e.g., Szmukler, 2000), this article hypothesizes that mafia homicides are often linked to a specific place due to the presence, activities, and conflicts of mafia groups. As a consequence, their location can be predicted. This study suggests using the Risk Terrain Modeling (RTM) method to help law enforcement agencies identify the areas where the risk of a future homicide is higher. The basic idea is that some territorial risk factors can explain the concentrations of crime. Knowing and mapping these risk factors makes it possible to plot a map highlighting the riskiest areas of the city.

The results confirm the hypothesis that mafia homicides can be predicted. The most important predictors are past homicides, drug dealing, and rivalries among groups. The RTM model predicts that up to 85% of 2012 mafia homicides in Naples occur in the 11% of the city’s areas with highest predicted risk. Furthermore, the model makes it possible to identify the contribution of each predictor to the risk of a specific area, enabling the identification of area-specific preventive policies.

The rest of the article is organized as follows. The “Organized Crime- and Gang-Related Violence” section reviews the current knowledge about correlates of mafia homicides and suggests some similarities with gang-related violence. The aim of this section is to identify the characteristics that may predict homicides. The “Method” section describes the methodology used, including all the risk factors considered and the procedure followed to define the risk map. The section “Data” presents the data and sources used. The “Results” section sets out the results. The “Discussion and Conclusion” section discusses the implications of the research in regard to defining effective countermeasures and preventive policies.

**Organized Crime- and Gang-Related Violence**

The combination of environmental and social factors in time and place shapes the criminogenic risk of an area (Caplan, Kennedy, & Miller, 2011). Research on the social ecology of crime shows that a few places, or “hot spots,” systematically concentrate a disproportionately high number of offenses (e.g., Eck, Chainey, Cameron, Leitner, & Wilson, 2005; Weisburd, Groff, & Yang, 2012). These concentrations
are consequential on the characteristics of the environment and of the people that frequent those places (Caplan & Kennedy, 2016; Eck & Weisburd, 1995). The law of crime concentration also applies to outdoor serious violence (i.e., homicides, attempted murders, aggravated assaults, gun violence), although the low number of events may conceal this pattern (Weisburd, 2015). The research suggests that violent serious crimes concentrate in space and time due to several factors as happens for property crimes (e.g., Braga, Papachristos, & Hureau, 2009; Ratcliffe & Rengert, 2008; Summers, 2014; Wells, Wu, & Ye, 2012).

The risk factors associated with outdoor serious violence include individual, situational, and community factors (Papachristos, Braga, & Hureau, 2012). Individual factors comprise characteristics of the offenders and the victims (e.g., their age, gender, and race). For example, homicides concentrate among young males and specific sub-populations (Blumstein & Rosenfeld, 1998; Fagan, Zimring, & Kim, 1998; D. M. Kennedy & Braga, 1998). Situational risk factors refer to the presence of drugs, weapons, and other crime facilitators. For instance, shootings are frequent in places where other illicit activities, such as drug dealing, take place (Blumstein, 1995; Lum, 2008); open drug markets often entail violence as a consequence of the simultaneous presence of firearms, young dealers, suitable targets (both profitable street joints and large cash amounts), and intensive law enforcement (Chaiken & Chaiken, 1990; Reuter, 2009; Tonry, 1990). Furthermore, spatial proximity to episodes of violence and prior homicides help explain the concentration of interpersonal violence in specific locations (Ingram & Costa, 2016; Morenoff, Sampson, & Raudenbush, 2001). Community risk factors include the socio-demographic characteristics of the places where crime occurs. Neighborhoods with poor socio-economic conditions, racial inequality, and numerous single-parent families report higher concentrations of interpersonal violence (Curry & Spergel, 1988; Kirk & Laub, 2010; Messner & Zimmerman, 2012; Morenoff et al., 2001; Nieuwbeerta, McCall, Elffers, & Wittebrood, 2008; Rosenfeld, Bray, & Egley, 1999; Vilalta & Muggah, 2014). The population structure and immigration may also influence the variation in homicide rates, with higher proportions of immigrants associated with higher rates of intentional homicides (Land, McCall, & Cohen, 1990; McCall, Land, & Parker, 2010; Thompson & Gartner, 2014).

Violence, and particularly homicides and gun violence, is often associated with the presence of gangs and organized crime groups. Gang or organized crime membership increases an individual’s probability of being exposed to gun violence, either as a victim or an offender (Chinnici & Santino, 1989; Papachristos et al., 2012). Gang or organized crime homicides often target members of the same or rival groups, thus generating a self-propelling spiral of feuds and wars (Binder & Eghigian, 2013; Catino, 2014; Chinnici & Santino, 1989; Cohen & Tita, 1999; Decker, 1996; Hopkins, Tilley, & Gibson, 2013; Pizarro & McGloin, 2006). The combination of gang or organized crime membership and involvement in illicit markets is particularly associated with high levels of interpersonal violence (Binder & Eghigian, 2013). Gang members involved in drug dealing are generally more violent than both non-dealing members and sellers unrelated to gangs ((Bellair & McNulty, 2009; Decker & Curry, 2002; Decker, Katz, & Webb, 2008).

At the local level, the presence of gangs and organized crime increases violent crime rates (Chinnici & Santino, 1989; D. M. Kennedy, Braga, & Piehl, 1997; Pyrooz, 2012; Vilalta & Muggah, 2014). Gang homicides concentrate in specific neighborhoods and show patterns of autocorrelation (Cohen & Tita, 1999; Decker & Curry, 2002; Kubrin & Weitzer, 2003; Mares, 2010; Papachristos & Kirk, 2006; Rosenfeld et al., 1999; Vilalta & Muggah, 2014). Gang and organized crime homicides concentrate in densely populated areas, with poor socio-economic conditions, residential instability, and migrant or minority residents (Pyrooz, 2012; Rosenfeld et al., 1999; Vilalta & Muggah, 2014). The existence of contested drug markets in a city may also lead to the spread of violence among competing groups of
criminals, and the presence of gang members helps predict shootings (Cohen & Tita, 1999; Fagan & Wilkinson, 1998; Klein, 1995; Ratcliffe & Taniguchi, 2008). Overall, the presence and activities of gangs and organized crime groups are key factors in determining the levels of homicides in a place.

A growing body of literature focuses on the link between homicidal violence and the social relations of both individuals and criminal groups. Papachristos and colleagues (Papachristos et al., 2012; Papachristos & Wildeman, 2014; Papachristos, Wildeman, & Roberto, 2015) contend that, even within high-risk populations, the risk of victimization is not randomly distributed; rather, it is influenced by the characteristics of individuals and their social networks. Personal social networks and their characteristics contribute to identifying subjects at higher risk of becoming perpetrators or victims of violent crime. In particular, the social distance from gunshot victims influences one’s probability of victimization (Papachristos et al., 2012).

Social networks have also been used to analyze group processes and their influence on criminal groups’ co-offending patterns (Malm, Bichler, & Nash, 2011) and gang-motivated violence (Papachristos, Hureau, & Braga, 2013; Tita & Radil, 2011). Group mechanisms that facilitate violence include intergroup violence, group status seeking and management, and reciprocity (Hopkins et al., 2013; Miethe & Drass, 1999; Papachristos et al., 2013). Gangs usually identify themselves with a place; the protection of the gang’s turf or “set space” is one of the factors that may lead to inter-gang violence (Klein, 1995; Tita, Cohen, & Engberg, 2005). Similarly, organized crime groups often compete to control political and economic resources in a specific area (Chinnici & Santino, 1989; Moro, Petrella, & Sberna, 2016). Geographic proximity plays an important role in inter-group conflicts, as violence between gangs tends to concentrate along the boundaries of gangs’ turfs (Brantingham, Tita, Short, & Reid, 2012). Groups may also use violence to demonstrate their prestige to other groups (Hopkins et al., 2013; Kobrin, Puntul, & Peluso, 1967), and to ensure internal loyalty (Cohen & Tita, 1999; Decker & Curry, 2002).

Recently, scholars have demonstrated the relevance of social distance and rivalries, describing the important role that past inter-group conflicts have in the spatial and temporal distribution of homicides and gang-related violence in U.S. and Canadian cities (Descormiers & Morselli, 2011; D. M. Kennedy et al., 1997; Papachristos, 2009; Papachristos et al., 2013; Tita & Greenbaum, 2009; Tita & Radil, 2011). Indeed, conflicts are often retaliatory in nature (Decker, 1996), and groups use violence as a form of justice to reciprocate a transgression or to respond to a threat by another group (Chinnici & Santino, 1989; Hopkins et al., 2013; Papachristos, 2009; Papachristos et al., 2013). These studies usually integrate a spatial and a network approach, and show that rivalries between gangs and other groups account for patterns of gang violence more than geographic proximity and neighborhood structural characteristics (Brantingham et al., 2012; Cohen & Tita, 1999; Papachristos et al., 2013; Tita & Radil, 2011).

Geography and social networks thus seem to influence the spatial distribution of organized crime- and gang-related homicides in an urban environment. Prior homicides and neighborhood structural characteristics (e.g., socio-economic disadvantage, population structure) help explain the concentration of violence in specific locations. The presence of gangs, organized crime groups, and drug corners are also associated with high levels of violence. Finally, group processes such as rivalries account for inter-group conflicts.

This article tests the effect of these risk factors on the geographical distribution of mafia-related homicides in Naples, Italy. The risk factors associated with mafia homicides are then used to predict the geographic distribution of mafia-related homicides in the city.
Method

This study suggests that environmental factors connected with the presence, activities, and conflicts of mafia groups increase the likelihood of a future mafia-related homicide. It aims in particular to demonstrate the predictability of mafia-related homicides. The proposed methodology follows the RTM approach. First developed by Caplan et al. (2011), this technique provides a spatial risk assessment of specific criminal events focusing on the presence of multiple connected risk factors. Through the identification and validation of these risk factors, it determines a risk map highlighting the areas where the likelihood of future crime is higher. Several studies have tested the reliability of the RTM approach by focusing on different geographical contexts and types of crime or events (Caplan & Kennedy, 2011; Drawve, Moak, & Berthelot, 2014; Drawve, Thomas, & Walker, 2016; Dugato, 2013; Dugato, Caneppele, Favarin, & Rotondi, 2015; L. W. Kennedy & Gaziarifoglu, 2011; Kocher & Leitner, 2015; Moreto & Caplan, 2010). Two main considerations drive the selection of this approach. First, it does not simply predict the more likely future location of crimes. The diagnostic focus on the risk factors makes it possible to identify the correlates of the criminal events, thus helping law enforcement agencies and local administration to design targeted countermeasures (Caplan & Kennedy, 2016). Second, several studies have demonstrated the efficiency of the RTM approach in providing reliable and consistent results in comparison with other alternative methodologies (Drawve, 2014; Dugato, 2013).

The RTM approach was implemented through an exercise with historical data on mafia-related homicides that occurred in Naples during 2012. The RTM procedure comprised several steps to identify the risk map used to forecast mafia homicides. Initially, a set of potential risk factors were identified by considering the existing knowledge about the crime under study and the data available. Then, during a primary calibration phase of the model, this initial list of factors was skimmed and validated, defining their associations with mafia homicides in the previous year (2011). The selected risk factors and the estimates of their associations with mafia homicides were then updated and merged to calculate a final risk score. This final score was finally compared with the actual mafia homicides that occurred in 2012.

The following subsections explain in detail the methodology used, and they describe the risk factors considered.

Defining the Risk Map

The first step was to divide the city of Naples using a regular grid (cell size $1 \times 1$ km). Although the selected cell size was larger than usual for urban crimes, the choice should be related to the specific type of crime, to the characteristics of the study area, and to the final purpose of the research. Three assumptions drove the choice of $1 \times 1$ km cells. First, mafia homicides are sporadic events whose location is affected by a stochastic variability. Therefore, a larger cell size can capture this uncertainty, ensuring a greater reliability and consistency of the predictions. Second, most mafia homicides occur in public places, and some reports provide only rough information on the location of the crime (i.e., they include only the street name or the address of the closest building). Larger cells compensate for these limitations. Third, given the nature of this crime, future preventive interventions or policies should focus on areas of the city (i.e., neighborhoods) rather than on micro-places (i.e., blocks, street corners). Hence, a cell with a 1 km side can better mirror the expected focus of these interventions, thus being more useful for law enforcement agencies or policy makers.

The second step was the selection of a set of potential risk factors from the literature (see below for further details). Because of their nature and the available data, risk factors were operationalized as either points or polygons. This implied alternative procedures to assign a value for each risk factor to the cells of the regular grid. For polygons’ data, the analyses considered the sum of the values of the polygons...
whose centroids fell within the cell in the case of absolute values and the mean value for the same polygons in the case of rates. Alternative methods of aggregation have been tested (e.g., based on percentage of overlaps). However, the centroid approach provides the most consistent results in comparison with the original distribution of the data. For points data, the analysis considered the count of the events occurring within each cell.

The third step was testing the supposed relations between the risk factors and the outcome variable to select the relevant risk factors. This operation was crucial for assessing the reliability of the theoretical assumptions that guided the preliminary identification of the risk factors. Therefore, the supposed relations were tested statistically by comparing the presence of risk factors with previous mafia homicides. In particular, a Poisson regression model with robust standard error assessed the statistical connections of the risk factors with the occurrence of mafia homicides in 2011. The Poisson regression can fit the distribution of a count dependent variable (Coxe, West, & Aiken, 2009; Hilbe, 2011; Long, 1997).

A Poisson regression model with robust standard error was selected among alternatives (i.e., negative binomial or zero-inflated Poisson) after testing for the absence of overdispersion and excluding the presence of factors generating an anomalous number of zero values in the dependent variable (i.e., excess of zero). Furthermore, a specific test was conducted to assess the possible autocorrelation of the dependent variable and of the residuals. The aim of these controls was to check whether the spatial nature of the data had affected the final results of the model. The results obtained made it possible to exclude any severe autocorrelation.

The final risk value for each cell of the regular grid was a weighted sum of the corresponding values of the significant risk factors. The weights were the coefficients from the regression model. The risk value was determined using the following formula:

\[
Risk \ value = \frac{Exp(\beta_0 + \sum_{i=1}^{n} X_i \beta_i)}{Exp(\beta_0)}
\]

The predictive power of the risk map was tested by means of another Poisson regression, with the risk value as independent variable and the number of mafia homicides recorded in 2012 as dependent variable. In conclusion, an analysis was conducted of the risk factors structure and homogeneity within the cells at higher risk.

**The Risk Factors**

The objects of the forecast are mafia homicides committed within the city of Naples, Italy. The study specifically considers both attempted and completed homicides. The motivation behind this choice is that usually an attempted mafia or gang-related homicide diverge from an actual one only in its outcome which is often conditioned by accidental factors. Whereas, the two events are rarely different in the motivation of the offenders or in the contextual circumstances (Berk, Sherman, Barnes, Kurtz, & Ahlman, 2009). Among the many possible factors leading to a mafia homicide, this study focused on six risk factors.

The first risk factor relates to retaliation. A mafia-related homicide can occur in response to a previous act of violence (Kubrin & Weitzer, 2003; Papachristos, 2009). Areas close to the location of past mafia homicides may be at risk of future conflicts among mafia groups and murderers.

The second risk factor considered was the number of other intentional non-mafia-related homicides occurring in the previous years. This factor was selected for two main reasons. First, it provides an assessment of the general level of violence in the area (Mares, 2010). Second, homicides are classified...
as mafia-related by the law enforcement agencies usually on the basis of the victim’s identity. However, this attribution may be updated or changed after further investigations or the ensuing judicial procedures. Thus, including also homicides not immediately classified as mafia-related may help to adjust this possible bias. For both these risk factors, data on events occurring between 2004 and 2011 were considered.

The third risk factor referred to the illegal activities conducted by mafia members that may generate disputes or rivalries that provoke violent conflicts. In particular, this study focuses on street-level drug dealing as the illegal activity most related to homicides. Drug dealing can cause conflicts for control of open-air drug markets or ones due to failed transactions (Cohen & Tita, 1999; Howell, 1999). Data on reported cases of drug dealing for 2010 and 2011 were considered.

The fourth risk factor related to the residences of mafia members. Some victims of mafia homicides are killed in ambushes near their or their relatives’ homes. As data on the actual residences of mafia members were not available, this research used the location of residential dwellings confiscated from mafia members in the city of Naples between 2004 and 2011 as a proxy. This and the previous three risk factors were operationalized by counting the number of events (i.e., homicides, reports for drug dealing, and confiscated real estate) that occurred or were located in each cell considered.

The last two risk factors concerned the presence of conflicts among different mafia groups. Available police data made it possible to define the neighborhood presenting internal rivalries (i.e., known conflicts among two or more groups operating or located in the same neighborhood) or external rivalries (i.e., presence of one or more groups in conflict with groups located in other neighborhoods). Several studies have used social network analysis to investigate violence among gangs (R. Block, 2000; D. M. Kennedy, Braga, & Piehl, 1996; Tita & Radil, 2011). Most of them have shown that existing conflicts among groups increase the rates of violence. Therefore, the neighborhoods experiencing a number of internal and external rivalries above the corresponding means are considered to be at high risk of being the location of future homicides.

Control Variables

The final model included some control variables to prevent spurious effects. First, it considered the population density estimated using the resident population in the census blocks falling within each cell. Denser areas may concentrate more homicides as a direct consequence. Second, it proxied the wealth of areas through the average real estate values for each cell. This allowed to take into account that Mafia groups may tend to avoid violence in the wealthiest neighborhoods. Third, the concentration of mafia groups was operationalized by considering the groups operating in each neighborhood of the city of Naples. A high number of homicides could be the mere consequence of a strong mafia presence. Finally, the model considered the percentages of resident foreigners and of non-working males aged more than 15 years old. The two variables are usually connected with social disadvantages, conflicts, and violent behaviors that may result in homicides (Rosenfeld et al., 1999).

Table 1 summarizes all the risk factors considered. The table distinguishes between the different timeframes considered for the calibration phase (i.e., for selecting the relevant risk factors) and the final model (i.e., for predicting the mafia-related homicides in 2012).
Table 1. Variables Considered and Corresponding Years, Distinguishing the Calibration Phase to the Final Model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Calibration Phase</th>
<th>Final Model</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Outcome</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mafia homicides</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Italian Ministry of the Interior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk factors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mafia homicides (previous)</td>
<td>2004-2010</td>
<td>2004-2011</td>
<td>Italian Ministry of the Interior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drug dealing</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Italian Ministry of the Interior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rivalries</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control variables</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real estate values</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Real Estate and Land Registry Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of mafia groups</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Antimafia Investigative Direction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population density</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Population and Housing Census</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% foreigners</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Population and Housing Census</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% non-working males</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Population and Housing Census</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data

Data Sources

The data were taken from various sources. Intentional homicides (2004-2012) and drug dealing (2010-2011) derived from the crimes reported by the Italian police forces to the judicial authorities and stored in the joint database (Banca Dati Interforze) of the Italian Ministry of the Interior (n = 495 and n = 1,085, respectively). Homicides included attempted and completed homicides, and were divided between mafia-related homicides (n = 181) and others (n = 314). Data on confiscated properties (2004-2011) were collected through ANBSC, the Italian Agency for the Management of Seized and Confiscated Assets (n = 31). Information about mafia groups active in the city of Naples and their rivalries came from the reports of the Italian Antimafia Investigative Direction (DIA), a specialized law enforcement unit. Data on resident population, foreigners, and non-working males were derived from the Italian 2011 General Population and Housing Census. The average real estate values related to the second half of 2011 and belonged to the Italian Real Estate and Land Registry Agency (Agenzia del Territorio). The authors collected these datasets and documents during a project on the investments of the Italian mafias for the Ministry of the Interior (Transcrime, 2013).

Geocoding Procedure

Data on homicides and drug dealing were geocoded as punctual data using the information available from law enforcement agencies. About 41% of the homicides and 53% of the drug dealing reports considered provided complete and detailed information on the location of the crime (i.e., street name and street number). These percentages were in line with the level of data quality and accuracy experienced in previous studies in Italy using geocoded data (Dugato, 2013; Dugato, Caneppele, et al., 2015; Favarin, 2014; Transcrime, 2011). To improve geocoding precision, homicides reporting a generic
address (e.g., only street name but no street number) were validated with information from open sources (e.g., media, news reports, studies). The remaining events reporting at least the name of the street were geocoded by considering the centroids of the streets. The purpose of this choice was to try to maximize the number of events geocoded. Although this choice may have partially biased the data, a detailed analysis on homicide data revealed that most (from 69% for mafia-related homicides to 60% for other intentional homicides) of the events not reporting the street number were located in streets shorter than 500 meters. Given the size of the cells (1 × 1 km), most of these streets are likely to fall entirely within a single cell. Rather than discarding these events from the analysis, it was preferred to deal with a possible bias (i.e., due to the inaccurate location of these events) rather than having a certain one (i.e., due to the systematic exclusion of events belonging to longer streets). To further test the impact of this potential bias, the authors ran the analysis also excluding the addresses reporting incomplete addresses located in streets longer than 500 m. The results remained stable and almost identical.

The results are therefore based on analyses that omitted only the events with totally missing or non-existent addresses, corresponding to less than 1% of the total sample for mafia homicides and 2% for other homicides.

Data on confiscated assets were geocoded as punctual data using the address of the property. Information about the active mafia groups and their rivalries were located at neighborhood level (n = 31). Census data were located at census block (n = 4,301), whereas real estate values were aggregated into 68 areas defined by the Italian Real Estate and Land Registry Agency.

Table 2. Poisson Regression Models Identifying Factors Associated With Mafia Homicides (N = 162).

| Risk factors                                | Coefficient | Robust SE | z     | P > |z| | Rate Ratio |
|---------------------------------------------|-------------|-----------|-------|-----|---|------------|
| Mafia homicides 2004-2010                    | 0.2207***   | 0.0688    | 3.21  | .001| 1.2469 |
| Other homicides 2004-2010                   | 0.1442**    | 0.0720    | 2.00  | .045| 1.1551 |
| Drug dealing 2010                           | 0.0185**    | 0.0075    | 2.45  | .014| 1.0186 |
| Confiscated real estate 2004-2010           | 0.3204*     | 0.1889    | 1.70  | .090| 1.3777 |
| Internal rivalries (> mean)                 | 1.7451*     | 0.9506    | 1.84  | .066| 5.7266 |
| External rivalries (> mean)                 | −0.2810     | 0.7131    | −0.39 | .694| —      |
| Control variables                           |             |           |       |     |     |            |
| Real estate values 2011                     | −0.0002     | 0.0004    | −0.53 | .595| —      |
| Number of mafia groups                      | −0.6714*    | 0.3572    | −1.88 | .060| 0.5109 |
| Population density 2011                     | −0.0416     | 0.0429    | −0.97 | .332| —      |
| % foreigners 2011                           | −6.2709     | 8.0116    | −0.78 | .434| —      |
| % non-working males                         | −0.1998     | 2.8570    | −0.07 | .944| —      |
| Constant                                    | −1.3148     | 1.3457    | −0.98 | .329| —      |

Note: Dependent: Mafia homicides 2011. Wald χ²(11) = 144.12; log pseudo-likelihood = −40.173; Bayesian information criterion (BIC) = −682.793; prob > χ² = .000; pseudo R² = .405.

*p ≤ .10. **p ≤ .05. ***p ≤ .01.
Results

The first analysis regarded the actual connections between the selected risk factors and the mafia homicides occurring in 2011. It selected the risk factors relevant to defining the final map forecasting the risk of mafia homicides in 2012. The Poisson regression model showed that five out of six risk factors were positively and significantly connected with the presence of mafia homicides controlling for the other regressors in the model (Table 2). Prior homicides in the same cell increased the likelihood of future mafia homicides. In particular, for each mafia-related homicide occurring in the previous years, the probability that a mafia homicide would happen in the next year increased by 25%. For each non-mafia-related homicide, the same probability increased by 16%. Also the presence of drug markets is important, yielding a 2% increase in the probability of a future mafia homicide for each reported case of drug dealing in the previous 12 months.

Interestingly, the presence of a residential dwelling confiscated from mafia members increases significantly the likelihood of a mafia homicide. As supposed, these properties could identify the areas where the mafia members are more likely to live and operate steadily. This finding also confirms, at micro level, the results of a previous study demonstrating that Italian mafia groups tend to invest in real estate in areas where their presence and control is higher (Dugato, Favarin, & Giommoni, 2015).

Rivalries among mafia groups have a remarkable impact. Only cells in neighborhoods with internal rivalries above the city average had a significantly higher probability of future mafia homicides. Contrarily, cells with high external rivalries lacked any statistically significant impact on the probability of mafia homicides in the next year, when controlling for the other factors. This last risk factor was accordingly omitted from calculation of the risk map. Among the control variables, only the number of mafia groups active in the area was significantly connected with mafia homicides. Thus, it was included in the calculation of the final risk values.

Figure 1 shows the final risk map derived for 2012. As said, for each of the 162 cells, the risk value was calculated as a weighted sum of the values of the significant predictors resulting from the Poisson regression model. The map identifies nine out of 162 cells at a very high risk corresponding to a relative risk value higher than 10 (i.e., the probability of a mafia homicide is 10 times higher than in a cell with no risk factors), and eight other cells at high risk having relative risk values between 3 and 10. The map classifies about 11% of the area of the city as at risk of future mafia homicides. Specifically, it identifies two clusters of risky cells: one in the city center and one in the north of the city (Scampia–Miano and Secondigliano).
Figure 1. Final risk map and mafia homicides 2012.

Comparison of this forecast with the actual mafia homicides occurring in 2012 enables assessment of the predictive power and the reliability of this method. In all, 85% of the mafia homicides (17 out of 20) committed in 2012 are located within cells at high or very high risk (Table 3). This result shows that mafia homicides in Naples follow a concentration pattern very similar to the so-called “Pareto Principle,” suggesting that crime, like many other events, concentrates disproportionally in very few locations (Weisburd et al., 2012).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risk Value</th>
<th>Cells</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>% Cumulative</th>
<th>Mafia Homicides</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>% Cumulative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very high [≥10]</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High (3;10)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium (1;3)</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low [≤1]</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A second Poisson regression model enabled better specification of the changes in the likelihood of future homicides from one risk level to another. The model had the number of mafia homicides recorded in 2012 as the dependent variable and three dummies expressing the risk levels of the cells. Low risk was the reference category omitted. The results show that the few cells with a very high or high risk have a significantly higher probability of being the location of a mafia homicide in comparison with the ones categorized as being at very low risk. This probability is almost 48 times higher for cells at very high risk and almost 38 times higher for areas at high risk if compared with the reference category (Table 4).
Table 4. Poisson Regression Models Assessing the Predictive Power of the Final Risk Map (N = 162).

| Category       | Coefficient | Robust SE | z    | P > |z|  | Incidence Rate Ratio |
|----------------|-------------|-----------|------|-----|---|----------------------|
| Very high risk | 3.8712***   | 0.716     | 5.410| .000|   | 47.9997              |
| High risk      | 3.6356***   | 0.660     | 5.510| .000|   | 37.9248              |
| Medium risk    | −14.2860*** | 0.622     | −22.970| .000|   | 6.25E-07             |
| Constant       | 3.6356***   | 0.716     | 5.410| .000|   | —                    |

Note. Dependent: Mafia homicides 2012. Reference category: Low risk. Wald χ²(11) = 2,642.12; log pseudo-likelihood = −37.786; Bayesian information criterion (BIC) = −728.268; prob > χ² = .000; pseudo R² = .448.

* p ≤ .10. ** p ≤ .05. *** p ≤ .01.

The RTM approach does not only provide a risk assessment of the likelihood of a future crime. One of its most important benefits is that it highlights the relevant risk factors determining this risk (Perry, 2013). This is crucial for defining targeted policies and interventions. The following maps (Figure 2) show the internal structure of the risk factors in each cell categorized as risky. In particular, the backgrounds of the cells identify the risk factors with the greatest impact in determining the risk value. On the first map, the histograms provide an overview on how the various risk factors combine in each cell. It emerges that the influence of a particular risk factor is clearly prevalent in some areas, whereas in others the risk structure is more balanced. The second map further clarifies this difference by reporting the value of a homogeneity index for each cell. The index was calculated starting from the relative influence of each factor in composing the risk value (Corbetta, Gasperoni, & Pisati, 2001). The closer this value is to one, the more homogeneous and unbalanced is the risk factor structure of the cell. The map shows that the homogeneity is higher in the cells composing the northern risk cluster, which means that one risk factor is clearly predominant in the composition of the final value. By contrast, the risk cluster close to the city center is more balanced in its composition, denoting a more complex environmental setting.
Figure 2. Risk factors structure and homogeneity in the cells at very high and high risk.
Discussion and Conclusion

This study has identified the correlates of mafia homicides in Naples at the micro level and successfully applied the RTM approach to predict 2012 mafia homicides.

The correlates of mafia homicides in Naples are remarkably consistent with the findings of the international literature on organized and gang-related violence. Camorra activities and inter-group relations are the most important drivers of mafia homicides. Mafia homicides in previous years increase the risk of further mafia homicides, confirming that the spatial concentration of homicides is constant over an extended period (Braga et al., 2009; Ratcliffe & Rengert, 2008; Wells et al., 2012).

Rivalries within the same neighborhood significantly increase the probability of Camorra homicides. Clans often compete for neighborhoods and drug-selling areas, and aggressive competition is often the cause of homicides, with dynamics that closely resemble the turf-related gang violence observed in several U.S. cities (C. R. Block & Block, 1993; Tita et al., 2005; Valdez, Cepeda, & Kaplan, 2009). The role of internal rivalries is consistent with studies showing that gang violence clusters at the border between gang territories (C. R. Block & Block, 1993, p. 8; Brantingham et al., 2012, p. 873). Brantingham and colleagues also showed that the formation and competition for gang territory explains a large proportion of violent events (Brantingham et al., 2012). Analysis of the structure and homogeneity of the risk factors in Naples shows that rivalries within the same neighborhood have a prominent role particularly in the northern risk cluster (Figure 2). The cluster comprises two infamous neighborhoods, Scampia and Secondigliano, which experienced several Camorra feuds in the last decade, as also portrayed in the popular book Gomorrah (Saviano, 2006) and the film and television series that it inspired (Garrone, 2008; Sollima, 2014).

Other intentional homicides are also directly associated with Camorra homicides. Violence—either with or without a clear link to organized crime—seems to affect particular areas of the city disproportionately. The positive association between mafia-related and other homicides may partly be the consequence of crime classification rules that underestimate the former and overestimate the latter. For example, intentional homicides normally also include accidental victims of Camorra gunfights—not infrequent occurrences also reported by the international media (BBC News, 2004; McKenna, 2014)—or events not yet classified as mafia-related. Moreover, research has shown that homicides of different types may follow similar spatial distributions (Rosenfeld et al., 1999).

Variables controlling for the socio-economic conditions of areas are not significant in the RTM model on Naples. This suggests that more traditional explanations of gang violence, like social disorganization or deprivation, have no particular pertinence to Camorra homicide, once mafia-related variables are included in the model. These results may appear to contradict the assumption in the literature that social disorganization and poverty favor the emergence of gangs and, in turn, gang homicides (e.g., Cartwright & Howard, 1966; Curry & Spergel, 1988). However, previous research has found that inter-group conflicts account for patterns of gang violence more than neighborhood characteristics (Brantingham et al., 2012; Papachristos et al., 2013; Tita & Radil, 2011), and our study corroborates these results in a different context.

The RTM approach successfully predicted that 85% of mafia homicides occurring in 2012 would take place in an area as small as 11% of the city of Naples. But simply forecasting the location of future Camorra homicides is not enough to define effective countermeasures. The results of this study also show that, even in a restricted space, the same risk factors may combine in different ways, giving rise to areas of equal risk but requiring targeted remedies. The RTM approach enables identification of these combinations of potential criminogenic features in the urban fabric, thus paving the way for the design of proactive and effective measures. For example, in the neighborhoods where internal conflicts are the
most relevant factors, an active monitoring of the organizational dynamics of the Camorra and particularly of rivalries among groups and factions may improve the reliability of predictions and provide investigators with intelligence useful for disrupting the criminal organizations (e.g., arresting new formations at an early stage or recruiting informants). Instead, in areas mostly characterized by drug-related activities, an increased law enforcement presence may deter gunfights in open public spaces and decrease the profitability of drug-selling (Mohler, 2014). These policies could effectively complement traditional welfare policies addressing neighborhoods with poor socio-economic conditions (e.g., programs tackling school abandonment, long-term unemployment, and social distress in general) or awareness campaigns to reduce the social support enjoyed by Camorra groups.

This study may be helpful for the Italian authorities, but some of the findings may also be valid and useful beyond national borders. Considering the similarities between the Camorra groups and other gangs or organized crime groups, a similar approach incorporating an analysis of geographical information at micro level, as well as data on rivalry networks, may also provide significant added value for practitioners and local administrators operating in other countries.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study predicting mafia homicides. While the results show that successful predictions are possible, the research had a number of limitations which should be addressed in the future. The availability and quality of data were the most important constraints. Access to street-level homicide data in Naples was provided in the context of a wider research project for the Italian Ministry of Interior. The data are not publicly available and periodically updated. As discussed above, some events lacked the street and/or the street number. The analysis imputed some missing information, and this procedure may have biased the results, although to an acceptable extent. Considering the seriousness and limited number of homicides in Italy, administrative data collection efforts should improve the data quality and ensure that the exact location is fully reported. Furthermore, the current data do not systematically report the name of the victim and other important circumstances. Consequently, it was impossible to link mafia homicides clearly with specific conflicts between factions or groups, or to distinguish among the motivations for the homicides. Data on internal and external rivalries and group positions derived from intelligence reports served to provide a general overview on the Camorra situation in Naples. While officers on the ground are probably aware of the most recent evolutions in the Neapolitan Camorra, these reports furnished a mere summary of much more dynamic processes. Improving the accuracy of these sources may require a more systematic reporting of group territories and rivalries. Although this may require a relatively small organizational change, it may yield a large operational benefit.
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Notes

1. Authors’ calculation on Italian Ministry of the Interior and Eurostat data.
2. Authors’ calculation on Italian Ministry of the Interior data.
3. The study considers both attempted and completed mafia homicides. For a more detailed explanation of this choice, see the “Data” section.
4. Repetition of the analysis with a smaller cell size (0.5 × 0.5 km) yielded equivalent results.
5. The homogeneity index is calculated as the sum of the squared shares of the coefficients calculated for each risk factors in respect to their total sum. In the case of only one risk factor affecting the cell (perfect heterogeneity), it assumes value 1; in the case of a perfect homogeneity, it assumes value 1 / n (where n is the number of risk factors).
\[ \text{Homogeneity index} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left( \frac{\beta_i}{\sum_1^n \beta_i} \right)^2 \]

6. The Italian Antimafia Investigative Direction (DIA) reports provide information on each Camorra group in Naples, including a list of rival and allied groups, and the area over which each group exerts its control. Information on groups’ turfs made it possible to identify the neighborhoods—and, as a consequence, the cells—in which one or more groups were active. Information on rivalries enabled identification of whether each Camorra group had conflicts with groups in the same neighborhood and/or groups in other areas of the city.

7. Project developed by Transcrime–Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore with the financial support of the Italian Ministry of the Interior within the framework of the Programma Operativo Nazionale 2007-2013.
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